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Archive Inquiry

Access to your historical Infor SunSystems & iPOS data…when you want
WHAT IS ARCHIVE INQUIRY?
Archive Inquiry offers the most powerful inquiry
functionality for interrogating your archive Infor
SunSystems ledgers and iPOS procurement data.
Based on the highly popular Advanced Inquiry,
Archive Inquiry is the latest addition to the
Professional Advantage solution suite.
Archive Inquiry can be used by anyone to get a
quick answer to both simple and complex queries
in a summary or detailed format. The drill down
and drill around features give users unparalleled
flexibility with the additional capability to drill out
from any Infor SunSystems transaction to an
alternative application database.
Any company who is moving or has moved away
from Infor SunSystems will have the requirement
to hold several years of transactional data for audit
purposes. This can come at a cost at a time when
you want to focus on investing your new platform.
Archive Inquiry is the solution to your problem.
It can be implemented in around half a day,
sit in your existing Infor SunSystems
database. It negates the need
to purchase more costly Infor
SunSystems and Q&A licences
for archive access.

How we did not get this earlier,
I don’t know. I have spent at
most 20 minutes reading the
training manual and am already
analysing things that were a lot
harder in SunSystems itself.
For us this is a eureka moment
and every SunSystems client
should have it.

WHY CHOOSE ARCHIVE INQUIRY?
● The fastest extraction speed of any inquiry tool
for Infor SunSystems.

●

Intuitive user interface.

●

Links to other data sources.

●

Suitable for ad hoc inquiry and self-service
reporting and understands your SunSystems
account & ledger structure with no configuration.

●

Works on your data out of the box. Suitable for
ad hoc inquiry and self-service reporting and
understands your SunSystems account & ledger
structure with no configuration.

●

No need to transfer all your data to your new
platform thus reducing your costs.

●

Low cost and rapid implementation, get up and
running in around half a day.

●

Subscription licence paid in advance and
serialisation keys issued for the full term
reducing your administration effort and costs.

●

Operates against a SunSystems database
without requiring any current serialisation
or installation of the SunSystems or Q&A
application or licenses.
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About Professional Advantage
Professional Advantage is an international IT consulting and solutions company,
with 30 years of experience in helping organisations achieve more by improving their
business systems through industry leading software solutions. Originating in Australia, it is
one of the country’s most awarded solutions providers. The 250-strong team covers seven
offices across three continents, and has successfully worked with over 1000 organisations.
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